Chief Financial Officer, Kyield
Initially conceived two decades ago this year in a private knowledge systems lab
in AZ, Kyield offers one of the most advanced artificial intelligence systems in the
world. The Kyield OS includes a patented modular AI system that provides
multiple key functions in one unified service, including strong governance and
tailored augmentation for improved productivity, security, and prevention.
This should not be viewed as a start-up company, position, or role, but rather
growth stage transition to a large-scale, pre-engineered system in managed
service model as originally intended. The company has significant interest from
premier investors and customers from several years of preparation and diligence.
The CFO will be working with senior-most executives in the private and public
sectors. He/she will report to and work closely with the founder and CEO, and will
serve as a key member of the executive team at Kyield.
The successful candidate will be deeply involved in our recently released
HumCat offering that has been in R&D for many years. The HumCat runs on the
Kyield OS for prevention of human-caused catastrophes, which can be bundled
with cat bonds to provide customers with significant financial benefits due to the
lower risk profile from certified systems
(http://www.kyield.com/technology/humcat.html).
Position Information:
•

Initially part-time possible but more likely short-term and nearly full-time,
above average equity until growth financing is secured ($20 million++), upon
which is convertible.

•

While prepped well, duration to close can’t be guaranteed so it is essential
that candidates be in a good position to take on what is an usual situation.

•

Compensation post closing: Salary DOE, company paid medical, dental &
vision coverage, life insurance, short-term disability, 401k, and vacation time.

•

Currently located in Santa Fe, the permanent location TBD in or near a metro
area served by a commercial airport in the Rocky Mountain region.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities:
•

Direct and lead all of the financial activities of the company including
preparation of financial pro formas, budgeting, summaries and forecast for
future business decisions, growth, and economic outlook.

•

Participates in financial analysis, planning and forecasting of company
finances.

•

Ramp up and supervise the billing manager, human resources specialist and
accounts payable/payroll specialist.

•

Advise the CEO as requested and needed.

Qualification Requirements:
•

Proven CFO in working with large family offices and institutional investors in
initiating, structuring and negotiating alternative debt and equity vehicles.

•

Strong preference for successful financing to sustainability of new large-scale
systems in growth mode with institutional investors and tier-one banks.

•

MBA and CPA certification preferred.

•

Desire and ability to help build an authentic, entrepreneurial market leader
through growth stage to sustainability.

•

Demonstrated leadership by example with integrity, effective interpersonal
communications, organizational, and management skills.

•

Ability to understand and effectively communicate advanced concepts and
benefits of the type associated with our advanced AI system with multiple
critical functions within one unified system.

•

Requires hands-on computer proficiency including Microsoft office, (word,
excel, outlook), accounting computer application systems and working
knowledge of Internet and web-based applications.

•

Excellent presentation and communications skills with senior decision makers
on critical issues whether in virtual and in-person.

Please email resume to:
Mark Montgomery
Founder and CEO
Kyield
http://www.kyield.com
markm@kyield.com

